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1 Introduction

The intention of writing this document is to facilitate users who are willing to configure 
Rational  Synchronization  Server  (RSS)  to  synchronize  information  between  Rational 
Change and Rational Team Concert (RTC) applications. Even though RSS application 
supports  multiple  integrations,  this  document  covers  only  Rational  Change for  RTC 
integration.

This document is not a replacement of RSS help document, instead it helps the users in 
gathering  information,  configuring  synchronizers  and  managing  synchronizers.  For 
detailed  information  on  RSS  like  installation,  system  support,  features  and  other 
information please go through RSS release documents.

This document shall also describe each operation involved in a detailed manner such that 
the users can understand the behavior of synchronizers very well. I believe if the users are 
aware of the behavior and have better understanding of the product then the chances for 
user errors while configuring and maintaining the synchronizers can be eliminated to a 
large extent.

Term Meaning
Migration Creation of a new record on the destination application for an object in 

source  application.  That  is,  for  each  change-request  in  Rational 
Change,  there  will  be  a  new  work-item  created  in  Rational  Team 
Concert application and vice-versa. 

Synchronization Keep  the  object’s  information  in  sync  between  the  two  objects  of 
different applications. That is, say a change-request has been modified 
by a user. During synchronization the respective RTC work-item shall 
be updated with the change-request’s information, such that both the 
object’s information shall be in sync.

1.1 Problem Statements and Solution

Currently I am using Rational Change application as a defect management tool in my 
production environment. Now I would like to use RTC for project and release planning 
and continue to use Rational Change as defect management tool. I need a best solution to 
make use of RTC in my current production environment without affecting the production 
environment or the users. Also the integrations that I have configured between Rational 
Change and other applications  (like Rational  Synergy,  Doors and etc)  should not  get 
affected.

My current plan is to use Rational Change as the defect management tool and RTC as 
project  &  release  planning/management  tool.  As  RTC  can  also  act  as  a  defect 
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management  tool  and  at  a  later  point  of  time,  if  I  decide  to  use  RTC  as  defect 
management tool as well then I should be able to achieve with minimal effort.

1.2 Solution

IBM has a solution to this problem – Rational Synchronization Server (RSS)

Rational  Synchronization  Server  is  a  web application  which  runs  on Apache  Tomcat 
server and it can be used to migrate and synchronize records between Rational Change 
and  other  supported  applications.  RSS  supports  data  migration  and  synchronization 
between Rational Change and Rational Team Concert.

To consume RSS, some minimal  configuration changes needs to be done on Rational 
Change and RTC – like adding few new attributes and admin users. These modifications 
do not affect any existing integrations and users.
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2 Migration & Synchronization Check List

Gathering the required information from Rational Change and Rational Team Concert 
applications is the most important activity to consume RSS. The tables represented in the 
following  sections  shall  be  very  handy  for  anyone  who  is  willing  to  setup  the 
synchronizers.

2.1 Rational Change Check List

The following table can be used as a check list for collecting all the required information 
related to Rational Change application to configure the synchronizers. For each type of 
change-requests  (example:  defect,  escalation,  task,  etc.,)  there  needs  to  be a  separate 
synchronizer created. So there needs to be a separate checklist captured for each type of 
change-requests.

Server Details    

Server URL http://demohost:8600/change   

Time-Zone India Standard Time (Asia / Calcutta)   

Database Name / Path /ccmdb/central_db   

User Details    

User-name sync_admin_defect   

Password *******   

Role Admin   

Type Details    

Type Name Defect   
Migrate change-requests of this type (Yes | 

No) Yes   

Query to fetch change-requests of this type
cvtype='problem' and 
request_type='defect'   

State Details (Table)    

State Name Entered Assigned Fixed

State ID defect_entered
Defect_assigne
d defect_fixed

Is Default State (Yes | No) Yes No No

Sync State (Yes | No) Yes Yes Yes

Attribute Details (Table)    

Attribute Name Synopsis Description Release

Attribute ID problem_synopsis description release

Attribute Type String Text List

Attribute Values (if type is list) N/A N/A 1.0,2.0,3.0,4.0

Is Mandatory Yes Yes No

Sync Direction Both Both Change To Adapter

Mapping Attributes    

ID Mapping Attribute RTC Defect ID (rtc_id_defect)   

URL Mapping Attribute RTC URL (rtc_url)   
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2.1.1 Server Details

As mentioned in the check-list the following Rational Change server details are required 
to be gathered.

• Server URL
o The URL of the Rational Change server.

• Time-Zone
o The Rational Change server’s time-zone.
o The local date-time of RSS server shall be converted to a date-time value 

based  on  Rational  Change  server  time-zone  before  RSS  interacts  with 
Rational Change application.

• Database
o Database  name  from  which  change-requests  needs  to  be  fetched  for 

migration and synchronization.

2.1.2 User Details

Gather the Rational Change user details like user name, password and role which shall be 
used by the synchronizer. 

RSS mandates  the  Rational  Change user  to  have  admin  (pt_admin)  privileges  in  the 
Rational  Change  database.  It  is  recommended  to  create  a  dedicated  user  account  in 
Rational Change with admin privileges, which can be used in RSS. The reason for having 
a dedicated user account instead of using regular user account is to clearly differentiate 
the modifications done by the synchronizers.

2.1.3 Type Details 

There could be more than one change-request type used in the Rational Change server. 
Generally there needs to be a separate synchronizer created within RSS for each type of 
change-requests. The above mentioned check-list table needs to be created separately for 
each type of change-request.

To identify  the  number  of  change-request  types,  you  may  need to  check  how many 
lifecycles are used in the Rational Change server. Each lifecycle shall have one or more 
change-request types. Within a lifecycle the change-request types can be differentiated 
based on one or more attributes/values.

Once  you  identify  the  number  of  available  change-request  types,  the  following 
information needs to be gathered for each type.

• Whether or not change-requests of that particular type needs to be migrated and 
synchronized to RTC.

• Rational Change query to fetch the change-requests of that particular type.
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2.1.4 State Details

When a change-request gets migrated or synchronized, you can choose whether the status 
of the object needs to be synchronized with the RTC work-item or not. If you decide to 
synchronize the states then the following details needs to be gathered.

• Name of the state.
• Id of the state.
• Whether a particular state needs to be considered during synchronization or not.
• Default  Submit  State  –  This  shall  be  used  when there  is  no  equivalent  state 

mapping for the RTC work-item’s  state  when the work-item gets  migrated to 
Rational Change.

2.1.5 Attribute Details

Collect the attribute details used in each change-request types which are required to be 
migrated and synchronized to RTC work-item. There shall be a list of attributes for each 
change-request type, but you may not be willing to migrate all of those attributes to RTC 
work-item. So you may need to analyze thoroughly and identify the list of attributes to be 
migrated to Rational  Change.  Later once the synchronization has been started,  if you 
want  few more  attributes  to  be considered for  migration  and synchronization,  then it 
would require more effort to achieve it. So doing a through analysis is recommended.

You may be required to synchronize the attribute values for certain attributes only from 
Rational  Change  to  RTC  and  not  from RTC  to  Rational  Change.  For  certain  other 
attributes you may require to synchronize from RTC to Rational Change and not from 
Rational  Change  to  RTC.  This  can  be  achieved  by  configuring  the  direction  of 
synchronization for each attribute. The supported values are:

• Change To Adapter: Attribute values shall be synchronized only from Rational 
Change to RTC and not from RTC to Rational Change.

• Adapter To Change: Attribute values shall be synchronized only from RTC to 
Rational Change and not from Rational Change to RTC.

• On (Both): Attribute values shall be synchronized on both the directions.

Note:
• If  an attribute  is  a  mandatory attribute  (that  is,  required  attribute)  in  Rational 

Change, then it is recommended to map this attribute with an RTC attribute and 
this attribute should be made as mandatory in RTC as well or make sure that it 
contains some values always. 

• If the attribute type is a list in Rational Change, then it is recommended to map to 
an RTC attribute which is of type list (enumeration) and the list values match 
exactly the same between the two applications.

• Alternatively, a default value can be assigned to the attribute.
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2.1.6 Mapping Attributes

RSS mandates to create two attributes in Rational Change for each change-request types. 
They are:

• ID mapping attribute
o Stores the ID of the respective RTC work-item.
o The attribute name is user configurable.
o The attribute type should be of any string type. 
o This attribute needs to be unique for each synchronizer. (that is, for each 

change-request types)
• URL mapping attribute

o Stores the URL of the respective RTC work-item.
o The attribute name is user configurable.
o The attribute type should be of any string type.
o This  attribute  need not  to  be unique for each synchronizers.  The same 

attribute can be used for multiple change-request types. 

Create  those  attributes  for  each  change-request  type  and  update  the  check-list 
accordingly.

2.2 Rational Team Concert Check List

Similar to Rational Change check lists, there needs to be one or more check lists created 
for RTC as well. The following table can be used as a check list for collecting all the 
required  information  from Rational  Team Concert  application,  which  can  be  used  to 
configure  the  synchronizers.  For  each  type  of  RTC  work-items  there  needs  to  be  a 
separate synchronizer created. So there needs to be a separate checklist captured for each 
type of work-items.

Server Details    

Server URL https://demohost2:9443/ccm   

Project-area Name Global   

User Details    

User-name sync_admin_defect   

Password *******   

Change-Request Type Details    

Type Name Defect   

Migrate work-items of this type (Yes | No) Yes   
Query-name to fetch work-items of this 

type Defects to migrate   

State Details (Table)    

State Name New Assigned Rejected

State ID new assigned Rejected

Is Default State (Yes | No) Yes No No

Sync State (Yes | No) Yes Yes Yes
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Attribute Details (Table)    

Attribute Name Summary Description Completion Time

Attribute ID summary Description completion_time

Attribute Type text text date-time

Attribute Values (if type is list) N/A N/A N/A

Is Mandatory Yes Yes No

Sync Direction Both Both Adapter To Change

Mapping Attributes    

ID Mapping Attribute CR Defect ID (cr_id_defect)   

URL Mapping Attribute CR URL (cr_url)   

2.2.1 Server Details

The URL of the Rational Team Concert server and the RTC project-area which shall be 
used for migration or synchronization is required. 

2.2.2 User Details

RSS mandates  the Rational  Team Concert  user to  have admin privileges  in  the RTC 
project-area. It is recommended to create a dedicated user account in RTC with admin 
privileges, which can be used in RSS. The reason for having a dedicated user account 
instead of using some regular user account is to clearly differentiate the modifications 
done by the synchronizers from other regular users.

2.2.3 Type Details 

There could be more than one work-item type used in RTC server. Generally there needs 
to be a separate synchronizer created within RSS for each type of work-items. The above 
mentioned check-list table needs to be created separately for each type of work-items.

Once you identify the number of available work-item types, the following information 
needs to be gathered for each type.

• Whether  a  particular  type  needs  to  be  migrated  and synchronized  to  Rational 
Change.

• RTC query-name to fetch the work-items of a particular type. It is recommended 
to  form  a  query  such  that  it  returns  only  the  work-items  that  are  yet  to  be 
migrated.

2.2.4 State Details
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When a work-item gets migrated or synchronized to Rational Change, you can configure 
whether the state of the work-items needs to get synchronized or not. If you decide to 
synchronize the states then the following details needs to be gathered.

• Name of the state.
• Id of the state.
• Whether a particular state needs to be considered during synchronization or not.
• Default  Submit  State  –  This  shall  be  used  when there  is  no  equivalent  state 

mapping for the Rational Change change-request’s state when the change-request 
gets migrated to RTC.

2.2.5 Attribute Details

Collect all the attribute details used in each work-item types which need to be migrated 
and synchronized to Rational Change. You may have a list of attributes for each work-
item type,  but  you  may  not  be  willing  to  migrate  all  of  those  attributes  to  Rational 
Change change-request. So you may need to analyze thoroughly and identify the list of 
attributes to be migrated. Later once the synchronization has been started, if you want 
few more attributes to be considered for migration and synchronization, then it would 
require more effort to achieve it. So doing a through analysis is recommended.

You may be required to synchronize the attribute values for certain attributes only from 
Rational  Change  to  RTC  and  not  from RTC  to  Rational  Change.  For  certain  other 
attributes you may require to synchronize from RTC to Rational Change and not from 
Rational  Change  to  RTC.  This  can  be  achieved  by  configuring  the  direction  of 
synchronization for each attribute. The supported values are:

• Change To Adapter: Attribute values shall be synchronized only from Rational 
Change to RTC and not from RTC to Rational Change.

• Adapter To Change: Attribute values shall be synchronized only from RTC to 
Rational Change and not from Rational Change to RTC.

• On (Both): Attribute values shall be synchronized on both the directions.

2.2.6 Mapping Attributes

RSS mandates to create two attributes in RTC for each work-item types. They are:
• ID mapping attribute

o Stores the ID of the respective Rational Change change-request.
o The attribute name is user configurable.
o The attribute type should be of any string type. Recommended to be of 

type ‘Small String’ or ‘Medium String’.
o This attribute needs to be unique for each synchronizer. (that is, for each 

work-item types)
• URL mapping attribute

o Stores the URL of the respective Rational Change change-request.
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o The attribute name is user configurable.
o The attribute type should be of any string type. Recommended to be of 

type ‘Medium Html’.
o This  attribute  need not  to  be unique for each synchronizers.  The same 

attribute can be used for multiple work-item types. 

2.3 Common Check List

There needs to be some more information gathered from the requirements – whether the 
attachments, states, comments, Synergy-tasks needs to be synchronized between Rational 
Change and RTC.

Other Details  
Sync Attachments (Yes | No) Yes

Sync States (Yes | No) Yes
Sync Comments / Transition-logs (Yes | No) Yes

Sync Synergy Tasks (Yes | No) No
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3 Configure RTC for Rational Change Process

Before getting into other details, it is expected that the RTC server has been configured 
already such a way that the RTC process template mimics the same as the Rational 
Change server process. This document shall not cover on how to create the RTC process 
template. Please check the RTC related documents on customizing the RTC process 
template.
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4 Configure Synchronizers

Now, we have gathered all the required information from Rational Change and Rational 
Team  Concert  servers.  We  are  ready  to  configure  the  synchronizers  in  Rational 
Synchronization Server. As mentioned earlier, the number of synchronizers to be created 
shall be based on the number of change-request types and number of RTC work-item 
types. 

Assume that, a Rational Change server has the following change-request types. Some of 
those types share the same lifecycle and some has its own lifecycle.

Change-request Types Lifecycles States

Escalation Escalation Lifecycle

Entered
Support_Esc
Dev_Submitted
Engineering
Engineering_Complete
Waiting_Info
Closed

Defect

Defect Lifecycle

Entered
Assigned
Implementation
Fixed

Enhancement

Verified
Rejected
Duplicate
Need_More_Info

Patch Patch Lifecycle

Assigned
Resolved
Released
Withdrawn

From the above mentioned table, it is clear that there are 4 types of change-requests, so 
we may be required to create 4 separate synchronizers in RSS.

4.1 Create Synchronizer

Once the required information from Rational Change and RTC servers are gathered, we 
can go ahead and create the synchronizer in RSS. The following image shows the RSS 
page where a new synchronizer can be created. 
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1. Expand “Rational Change for Rational Team Concert Interface” option 
which can be found on the left-hand side of the page. 

2. Select the “Configure” option and it will show the existing synchronizers if any 
and shows some buttons to create, delete and save the synchronizers.

3. Click on the “New” button which can be found on the bottom of the page. It shall 
open a window to accept the new synchronizer name.

4. Type the synchronizer name and press the “Enter” key.

A new synchronizer shall get created and the same shall be shown on the explorer pane as 
shown in the below image.

Note: Once a new synchronizer has been created, there shall be some XML files created 
in the RSS run-area to store the configuration details of the synchronizer. Those file 
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names ends with some numbers which is nothing but the creation time of the 
synchronizer. The reason for setting the date-time in the file name is to have unique 
names for the files.

4.2 Configure Rational Change Server Details

Now the synchronizer has been created. To configure the Rational Change server details, 
click on the “Change Server” option on the synchronizer. The following page shall be 
opened where the Rational Change server details can to be configured.

1. Select the time-zone of the Rational Change server.
2. Enter the Rational Change server URL. 
3. Click the “Connect” button and a new connection to Rational Change server shall 

be made. It shall also populate the available databases and user-roles.
4. Select the appropriate database.
5. Select the appropriate user role.
6. Enter the Rational Change user-name and password which can to be used by the 

synchronizer.
7. If  change-requests  need  to  be  migrated  to  RTC,  then  enable  the  option  to 

“Automatically migrate new Change Requests”.
8. Enter  the migrate  query which shall  return the change-requests  of a particular 

type. See the section  7.1 Rational Change – Migration Query on how to 
form the migrate query.

9. After  entering  all  the details,  click  on the “Save”  button.  All  the  information 
entered in this form shall be stored in XML files under the RSS run-area.
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4.3 Configure Rational Team Concert Server Details

To configure the Rational Team Concert server details,  click on the “Rational Team 
Concert” option on the synchronizer. A page as shown in the following image shall be 
opened where the RTC server details can be configured.

1. Enter the RTC user-name and password to be used by the synchronizer.
2. Enter the RTC server URL.
3. Click on the “Connect” button. A new connection shall be made to RTC and the 

available project-areas, work-item types and queries shall get populated.
4. Select the appropriate project-area. Now all the available queries and work-item 

types shall get loaded for the selected project-area.
5. If  you  want  the  new work-items  created  in  RTC  to  be  migrated  to  Rational 

Change, then enable the “Automatically migrate new work items” option.
6. Choose the query which shall return the work-items to be migrated for a particular 

work-item type.
7. Select the work-item type for which this synchronizer is configured.
8. Click on the “Save” button and the information  entered  in  this  form shall  be 

stored in a XML file under the RSS run-area.

4.4 Configure General Settings and ID Mappings 

To configure the general settings like ID mappings, common synchronization options, 
click on the “General Settings” option on the synchronizer. The page shown in the 
following image shall be opened where the general information can be configured.
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1. Enter the date-time format used by the synchronizer.
2. If the attachments needs to be synchronized between Rational Change and RTC, 

then enable the “Synchronize Attachments” option.
3. If  the  comment  history  /  transition-logs  needs  to  be  synchronized  between 

Rational Change and RTC, then enable the “Synchronize Comment History” 
option.

4. If the status needs to be synchronized between Rational Change and RTC, then 
enable the “Synchronize Status” option.

5. If  the  associated  Synergy  Tasks  needs  to  be  synchronized  between  Rational 
Change  and  RTC,  then  enable  the  “Synchronize  Associated  Rational 
Synergy Tasks” option.

6. Choose the ID mapping attributes for Rational Change and RTC and click on the 
“Map” button.

7. Choose the URL mapping attributes for Rational Change and RTC and click on 
the “Map” button.

8. Click on the “Save” button and the information  entered  in  this  form shall  be 
stored in a XML file under the RSS run-area.

4.5 Configure Default Attribute Values

If there is an attribute which is required in Rational Change but does not exist in RTC and 
if there is a new RTC work-item getting migrated to Rational Change, then there would 
be failures in creating new change-requests. To avoid such failures a default value can be 
defined  for  those  attributes  and  if  those  attribute  does  not  exist  on  the  object  to  be 
migrated, then the default values shall be used to create new objects.
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To configure the default  attribute  values, select  the “Default Values” option on the 
synchronizer. The page shown in the following image shall be opened where the default 
attribute values can be configured.
 

Note: The default attribute values configured is applicable only during migration. It shall 
not have any effect during synchronization.

4.6 Configure State Mappings

To configure the state mappings between Rational Change and RTC, select the “State 
Mapping” option on the synchronizer. The page shown in the following image shall be 
opened where the state mappings can be defined.
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The available states on Rational Change and RTC shall be loaded to the list once the 
connections to the applications are made.

1. Select the default submit state for Change Request.
2. Select the default submit state for RTC work-item.
3. Map each  state  available  on  the  Change Request  type  to  the  RTC work-item 

states.
a. Select one of the Rational Change states from the drop down list.
b. Select the equivalent state in RTC from the drop down list.
c. Click on the “Map” button. 
d. Once  mapping  the  states,  it  shall  be  listed  as  mapped  states.  You can 

choose whether this particular state mapping needs to be considered for 
synchronization or not.

4. Similarly map each state available on the RTC work-item type to the Rational 
Change states. 

5. Once the state mappings are completed, click on the “Save” button, which shall 
store the information in a XML file under the RSS run-area.

4.7 Configure Attribute Mappings

To  configure  the  attribute  mappings  between  Rational  Change  and  RTC,  select  the 
“Attribute Mapping” option on the synchronizer. The following page shall be opened where 
the attribute mappings can be defined.
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The available Rational Change attributes and RTC work-item attributes gets populated 
once the connection to the respective servers is made. Clicking the “Refresh” button on 
this page shall re-populate the attributes.

For each attribute that needs to be synchronized between Rational Change and RTC a 
mapping needs to be defined. Do the below steps for each attribute:

1. Choose the Rational Change attribute from the populated attribute list.
2. Choose the RTC work-item attribute from the populated attribute list.
3. Click on the “Map” button. A new attribute mapping entry shall be added to the 

attribute mapping list. 
4. The  direction  of  synchronization  can  be  controlled  by  choosing  one  of  the 

following options:
On The attribute value can be synchronized either from change-

request to work-item or work-item to change-request, based 
on the object’s modified time.

changetoadapter The attribute value can be synchronized only from change-
request to work-item. 

adaptertochange The attribute value can be synchronized only from work-item 
to change-request.

5. Once the attribute mappings are completed, click on the “Save” button, which shall 
store the information in a XML file under the RSS run-area.
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5 Start the synchronizer

In  the  previous  sections,  we  had  covered  on  how  to  create  and  configure  the 
synchronizers.  Similarly  create  the synchronizers  for each type  of change-requests  or 
work-items. In this section we shall see how to start, stop and control the synchronizers. 
The  following  image  shows  the  “Start/Stop”  page  of  RSS,  where  all  the  created 
synchronizers and their current status shall be listed.

There are two synchronizers  (Defect & Escalation) listed in this page in a tabular 
format. 

• Status
o Shows the status of the synchronizer in the form of status code. 
o You  can  see  for  the  “Defect”  synchronizer  the  status  code  is 

“Processing” and for “Escalation” it is “Not Started”.
• Link Name

o Link name is nothing but the name of the synchronizer.
• Link Path

o The  link  file  path  where  the  synchronizer’s  configuration  details  and 
mapping rules are stored.

• Last Sync Time
o Shows the  last  successful  migration  & synchronization  date-time.  This 

information is just for the user reference to know the last successful run 
completion date-time. 

• Next Sync Time
o Shows the  date-time  of  next  synchronization  run.  It  is  an  approximate 

value  and is  not  accurate.  Once  the  synchronizer  is  started,  it  will  be 
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running multiple times in constant interval one after the other. This time 
interval  is  configurable  and shall  be  explain  in  detail  in  the  following 
sections. 

• Status Message
o Shows the current status of the synchronizer in a detailed format.

• Log
o There is an option to open log file content or clear log file content for each 

synchronizer.
o To get most recent log file content, click on “Refresh” button which can 

be found on top of the page.
o To clear log file content, the synchronizer needs to be stopped first, only 

then you will be able to clear log file content.
• Start/Stop

o The synchronizers can be started or stopped from the buttons available in 
this section.

o Initially  “Start”  button  shall  be  shown  for  each  synchronizer,  once 
“Start” button is clicked, the synchronizer gets started to execute. Now 
the “Start” button shall be replaced with “Stop” button (disabled form) 
and this button will  be enabled only when the current run is complete. 
Once the next run is started, then again “Stop” button will be disabled.

o The  synchronizers  can  be  stopped  only  when  the  synchronizer  is  not 
actively running. 

Apart from the options elaborated above there are few other options available on this 
main page.

• Log Debug Message
o If this option is enabled, more debugging log messages shall be written to 

each synchronizer’s log file. 
o Enabling  or  disabling  this  option  shall  have  immediate  effect  on  the 

logging.
• Refresh

o Clicking “Refresh” button shall  reload the status of each synchronizer 
listed on this page, such that the current status of the synchronizers shall 
be displayed.

o It  shall  also  reload  the  log  file  contents  of  each  synchronizer  to  a 
temporary  location,  from where  the  file  shall  be  opened  when “Open” 
button is clicked on a synchronizer.

Note: RSS also does auto refresh to show the current status of the synchronizers, but it 
does take sometime before it does auto refresh. 
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6 How the Synchronizer Works

Once  the  synchronizer  is  started,  it  shall  execute  the  first  run  (migration  and 
synchronization)  and  once  the  run  is  complete,  the  synchronizer  shall  be  idle  for 
sometime and the next run starts. Likewise the synchronizer will keep running, until it is 
stopped  manually.  The  time  when  the  synchronizer  is  idle  is  the  period  when  the 
synchronizer  can  be  stopped  and  this  time-interval  is  user  configurable  for  each 
synchronizer.

The alternate way to interrupt and stop the synchronizer is to stop the application from 
tomcat’s manager page or shutdown the tomcat server itself.  If the RSS application is 
stopped from the manager  page or the tomcat  server is  stopped or  restarted,  then an 
interrupt signal shall be sent to each synchronizer. Once an interrupt signal is received by 
a synchronizer and if it is not actively running at that moment then it shall be stopped 
immediately. If the synchronizer is actively running at that moment, then it shall allow 
the currently processing object to complete migration/synchronization and then stops the 
synchronizer. The rest of the objects which needs to be migrated or synchronized shall be 
picked when the synchronizer is started again.

There is an option to start the synchronizer automatically once the RSS application or the 
Tomcat server is started. This is user configurable for each synchronizer. 

Below is the page where you can configure the synchronization interval (idle time) and 
configure to start synchronizer automatically when the server is started.

By making use of these features, users can automate to stop the synchronizers 
when there is a planned regular maintenance activity happens on Rational  Change or 
RTC servers. Once the maintenance activity is complete, the synchronizers can be started 
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automatically by starting the RSS application or the tomcat server. Please refer to the 
document  “Automating the IBM Rational Synchronization Server start and 
stop operations” for more details on automating Start & Stop of synchronizers.

6.1 Phases involved in each Synchronizer Run

• Login Phase
o Login to Rational Change application
o Login to Rational Team Concert application

• Load Configuration Details
o Load the pending records – failed records in previous runs
o Load the last migration and synchronization time information

• Migrate Phase
o Query and Migrate Rational Change change-requests
o Query and Migrate RTC work-items

• Synchronization Phase
o Query and Synchronize RTC work-items
o Query and Synchronize Rational Change change-requests

• Process Pending Records Phase
• Clean-up Phase

6.1.1 Login Phase

First  phase  is  login  phase,  where  the  configured  users  shall  login  to  the  respective 
applications. If there are any errors during the login phase, then an error message shall be 
reported in the log file and the status of the synchronizer will also reflect the same. The 
current run shall be stopped immediately.

6.1.2 Load Configuration Details

The  synchronizer  refers  to  multiple  configuration  information  as  and when  required. 
Some of them shall be loaded before the synchronizer starts to migrate or synchronize the 
records.  They  are  last  migration  and  synchronization  time-stamps  and  the  pending 
records to migrate or synchronize.

6.1.2.1 Last Migration & Synchronization Time-stamps

The  synchronizers  shall  maintain  the  previous  migration  and  synchronization  time-
stamps for Rational  Change and RTC in a properties  file.  This properties  file  can be 
located  under  the  path  “$CATALINA_HOME/webapps/TlogicIntegration/WEB-
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INF/conf/SyncTimer/”.  The  name  of  the  properties  file  shall  be  same  as  the 
synchronizer’s link file name. 

For  example,  if  the  link  file  name  of  a  synchronizer  is 
“rtcadapter_link_02052014104817.xml”, then time related properties file name shall 
be “rtcadapter_link_<creation_time>.properties”.  

The queries to fetch the objects for migration and synchronization shall be constructed 
based on these time-stamps. The synchronizer shall update this configuration file multiple 
times during the synchronization run. So it is recommended not to manually edit  this 
properties file. If there is a need to edit this file then the synchronizer should be stopped 
before modifying this file. The following properties are stored in this properties file:

change.last_migrate_time
adapter.last_migrate_time
change.last_sync_time
adapter.last_sync_time

Time Format
LastSyncTime

The following properties are supported and by default these properties does not exist in 
the properties file and takes the default values.

change.migrate_query_limit
change.sync_query_limit
adapter.sync_query_limit

The following sections, the usage of these properties shall be explained in detail.

6.1.2.2 Pending Records

When  a  synchronization  or  migration  of  an  object  fails  for  some  reason,  then  that 
operation shall be treated as failure case and the objects involved shall be stored in a list. 
This list shall be processed in the sub-sequent runs by the synchronizer.

This list is called the pending records list.  As mentioned earlier  in the document,  the 
pending records shall be loaded during the start of the run and processed at a later stage 
(Refer section  6.1.5 Process Pending Records Phase). If the same object is picked for 
migration or synchronization, then it shall be skipped during those phases and handled 
while processing the pending records.

Each record in the pending list shall contain the following information:
• Rational Change change-request ID

o Failed change-request’s identifier
• RTC work-item ID

o Failed work-item’s identifier
• Synchronization Direction
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o Direction of synchronization that was calculated during the run when it 
actually failed. This direction shall be taking precedence than the object’s 
last modified time in the future runs.

• Last Synchronization or Migration Time
o The time-stamp of last sync/migration of the failed run. This time-stamp 

shall be used mainly in filtering the comments and attachments.

6.1.3 Migration Phase
 
In the context of Rational Synchronization Server, migration is a process where for each 
Rational Change change-requests there shall be a new work-item created in RTC and for 
each work-item in RTC there shall be a new change-request created in Rational Change. 
The user can configure such a way that only the Rational Change change-requests should 
be migrated to RTC and not RTC work-items to Rational Change. The vice-versa is also 
configurable.

In this phase, first the migration from Rational Change to RTC shall be processed, if the 
user has enabled the option “Automatically migrate new Change Requests”. This 
option is available under the “Change Server” configuration page of the synchronizer. If 
this option is disabled then the migration from Rational Change to RTC shall be skipped.

Secondly the migration from RTC to Rational Change shall be processed, if the user has 
enabled  the  option  “Automatically  migrate  new  work-items”.  This  option  is 
available  under  the  “Rational Team Concert Server”  configuration  page  of  the 
synchronizer. If this option is disabled then the migration from RTC to Rational Change 
shall be skipped.

Migration process includes the following steps and processes in same sequence as per 
below order:

• Check whether migration from Rational Change to RTC is enabled. If enabled 
then do the following:

o Fetch the list of Rational Change change-requests to be migrated and do 
the following for each change-request:
1. Check whether the change-request is present in the pending records 

list. If yes, then skip migration for this object. It shall be handled while 
processing the pending records.

2. Collect the required information from the change-request, based on the 
synchronizer’s  configurations  –  attribute  mappings,  state  mappings 
and others.

3. Create a new RTC work-item using the gathered information.
4. Create the ID and URL mapping attributes on both the objects.
5.  Synchronize the objects between both the applications.

o If there are any failures while processing the change-request, then store it 
in the pending records list and move on to the next change-request object 
to be migrated.
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• Check whether migration from RTC to Rational Change is enabled. If enabled 
then do the following:

o Fetch the list of RTC work-items to be migrated and do the following for 
each work-item:
1. Check whether the work-item is present in the pending records list. If 

yes,  then  skip  migration  for  this  object.  It  shall  be  handled  while 
processing the pending records.

2. Collect  the  required  information  from the  work-item,  based  on  the 
synchronizer’s  configurations  –  attribute  mappings,  state  mappings 
and others.

3. Create  a  new  Rational  Change  change-request  using  the  gathered 
information.

4. Create the ID and URL mapping attributes on both the objects.
5. Synchronize the objects between both the applications.

o If there are any failures while processing the work-item, then store it in the 
pending  records  list  and  move  on  to  the  next  work-item object  to  be 
migrated.

6.1.4 Synchronization Phase

During this  phase,  all  the migrated Rational  Change change-requests  and RTC work-
items shall be synchronized such a way that both the objects attributes, status and other 
information shall be in sync. 

Note: Only the configured attributes shall be synchronized. Each mapped attribute can be 
configured such a way that it can be synchronized only from Rational Change to RTC 
OR it can be synchronized only from RTC to Rational Change OR it can be synchronized 
bi-directionally.

First, the modified RTC work-items which have under gone migration earlier shall be 
fetched and synchronized between Rational  Change and RTC. Similarly the modified 
Rational  Change  change-requests  which  have  under  gone  migration  earlier  shall  be 
fetched  and  synchronized  between  Rational  Change  and  RTC.  The  synchronization 
between the Rational Change change-request and RTC work-item shall be done based on 
the modified time of the objects. The object which has the recent modified time shall be 
picked and the information shall be pulled from this object and set on the other object. 

Note: The synchronization of comment history, attachments and associated Synergy tasks 
shall always be bi-directional, if they have been configured to synchronize.

Synchronization phase includes the following steps and processes in same sequence as 
per below order:

• Fetch the list of modified RTC work-items (which are already migrated) 
o Do the following for each work-item:
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1. Fetch the respective Rational Change change-request. This is based 
on the ID mapping attribute on the work-item.

2. Check whether the change-request or the work-item is present in 
the pending records list. If yes, then skip synchronization for this 
object. It shall be processed while processing the pending records.

3. Fetch the modified time of Rational  Change change-request and 
RTC work-item.

4. If RTC work-item has the recent modified time, then synchronize 
the mapped attributes  from RTC work-item to  Rational  Change 
change-request.

5. If Rational Change change-request has the recent modified time, 
then  synchronize  the  mapped  attribute  from  Rational  Change 
change-request to RTC work-item.

6. If  both  the  objects  have  the  same  time-stamp,  then  consider  as 
failure case and record it to the pending list.

7. Synchronize  the  status,  comments  history,  attachments  and 
associated  Rational  Synergy  tasks  between  Rational  Change 
change-request and RTC work-item.

o If there are any errors during synchronization, then store the objects in the 
pending records list.

• Fetch the list of modified Rational Change change-requests (which are already 
migrated) 

o Do the following for each change-request:
1. Fetch  the  respective  RTC  work-item.  This  is  based  on  the  ID 

mapping attribute on the change-request.
2. Check whether the change-request or the work-item is present in 

the pending records list. If yes, then skip synchronization for this 
object. It shall be processed while processing the pending records.

3. Fetch the modified time of Rational  Change change-request and 
RTC work-item.

4. If RTC work-item has the recent modified time, then synchronize 
the mapped attributes  from RTC work-item to  Rational  Change 
change-request.

5. If Rational Change change-request has the recent modified time, 
then  synchronize  the  mapped  attribute  from  Rational  Change 
change-request to RTC work-item.

6. If  both  the  objects  have  the  same  time-stamp,  then  consider  as 
failure case and record it to the pending list.

7. Synchronize  the  status,  comments  history,  attachments  and 
associated  Rational  Synergy  tasks  between  Rational  Change 
change-request and RTC work-item.

o If there are any errors during synchronization, then store the objects in the 
pending records list.
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6.1.5 Process Pending Records Phase

Once the  migration  and synchronization  phases  are  complete,  then the objects  in  the 
pending records list shall be processed. Each record in the pending list shall have the 
following information in the given format: 
change_request_id, work_item_id, sync_direction, last_migration_or_sync_time

Each line in the pending records list file shall be considered as a separate record and shall 
be processed for migration or synchronization based on the available information. If there 
are any failures while processing the objects, then the record shall  not be removed (or 
updated) from the pending records list. Only if the processing succeeds the record shall 
be removed from the pending records list.

Below are  few sample  pending  records  and  how the  record  is  treated  based  on  the 
available information:

• A#1001,2001,changetoadapter,100010100101
o All four information are available
o Shall be treated as failed synchronization from Rational Change to RTC.
o The attribute values stored on the change-request with ID A#1001 shall be 

updated to the work-item with ID 2001. Object’s modified time shall not 
be considered; instead the direction stored in the pending record shall take 
the precedence.

o The last value in the list is the last-sync time-stamp of the run, when the 
synchronization has failed for those objects. This time stamp shall be used 
to filter the comments and to process the attachments.

• A#1001,2001,adaptertochange,100010100101
o Same  as  the  previous  example,  but  only  difference  is  the  direction  of 

synchronization. Here the attribute values stored on the RTC work-item 
shall be used to update the change-request.

• A#1001,2001,changetoadapter,0
o Here the time-stamp is 0, in which case the default  time (Jan 1st 1994) 

shall be picked and based on that time-stamp the synchronization shall be 
performed.

• A#1001,2001, ,100010100101
o Here the direction is empty, in which case the direction of synchronization 

shall be based on the object’s modified time. The object which has the 
recent  modified  time  shall  be  considered  as  the  source  object  for 
synchronization.

o This feature has been introduced in RSS 1.4.0.5 release.
• A#1001, ,changetoadapter,100010100101

o Here the work-item ID is empty.
o If  one of  the ID is  empty,  then it  represents  that  the object  has failed 

during migration.
o In this case the migration of change-request with ID A#1001 has failed. So 

an attempt to migrate the object shall be made again.
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• ,2001,adaptertochange,100010100101
o Here the change-request ID is empty.
o If  one of  the ID is  empty,  then it  represents  that  the object  has failed 

during migration.
o In this case the migration of work-item with ID 2001 has failed. So an 

attempt to migrate the object shall be made again.

NOTE: The pending records file is a plain text file and is user readable. The reason for 
making it user readable is to monitor the failed records and identify in which phase it has 
failed.  Accordingly  the  user  can  fix  the  problem  on  the  objects  involved  or  the 
synchronizer’s configuration. This file is not supposed to be manually edited. If there is a 
need to update any records in this file then you should understand the risks involved.

• Remove a record from the pending list.
o If  the  record  represents  migration,  then  it  never  gets  migrated  by  the 

synchronizer.
o If the record represents synchronization, then it never gets synchronized 

until the object(s) involved is modified in the respective application.
o Will have un-predictable  behavior on attachment  and comments history 

handling.
• Update the time-stamp

o Will have un-predictable  behavior on attachment  and comments history 
handling.

• Update the direction
o Based on the direction specified, the objects shall be synchronized. 
o If the direction is set to empty,  then the object’s modified time shall be 

used to identify the direction.

6.1.6 Clean-up Phase

The last phase is the clean-up phase where all the clean-up activity shall take place, like 
releasing the connections to the applications, releasing the resources and etc.
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7 Migration & Synchronization – Query formation and 
execution

Migration and synchronization shall be performed in iteration basis. In each iteration-run 
the objects shall be fetched for a particular time period and processed. In this section we 
shall  see how the queries  are  formed to  fetch the objects  and how those objects  are 
filtered and picked to be processed by a synchronizer.

Before starting the migration or synchronization,  the synchronizer  records the current 
date-time internally.  This time (current_run_start_time) shall  be used as a cut-off 
time to fetch the objects. That is, the objects created or modified till this time shall be 
picked by the synchronizer for the current run.
 
Synchronizers shall depend on some date-time properties which are stored in a file, to 
form the query and filter the objects for migration and synchronization. Those properties 
are:

change.last_migrate_time
adapter.last_migrate_time
change.last_sync_time
adapter.last_sync_time

change.migrate_query_limit
change.sync_query_limit
adapter.sync_query_limit

If the synchronizer has never been started earlier, then those properties shall not exist. If 
the properties file does not exist or the properties itself does not exist then the default 
system defined values shall be considered. Those default values are: 

change.last_migrate_time="01/01/1994 00:00:01"
adapter.last_migrate_time="01/01/1994 00:00:01"
change.last_sync_time="01/01/1994 00:00:01"
adapter.last_sync_time="01/01/1994 00:00:01"
change.migrate_query_limit=2592000 (60 * 60 * 24 * 30 = 30 days)
change.sync_query_limit=21600 (60 * 60 * 6 = 6 hrs)
adapter.sync_query_limit=21600 (60 * 60 * 6 = 6 hrs)

In the following sections  we shall  see how these properties are used to construct  the 
query and filter the objects.

7.1 Rational Change – Migration Query

Forming the Rational Change query to fetch the change-requests for migration is one of 
the most important activities and it depends on the following date-time properties:

• change.last_migrate_time
• change.migrate_query_limit
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The format of the query is: 
”cvtype='problem' and not has_attr('<id_map_attr>') 
and  (create_time  >=  time('<change.last_migrate_time'))  and 

(create_time < time('<current_run_start_time>')) 
and (<user_defined_query> )”

Here,
• <id_map_attr>, is the ID mapping attribute-name created on the change-request 

type.  All  the  change-requests  that  do  not  have  this  attributes  are  eligible  for 
migration.

• <change.last_migrate_time>, this property shall be stored and read from the 
properties file. It holds the last  migration time. So the change-requests created 
after this time period shall be considered for migration. All the change-requests 
that are created prior to this time would have been processed by the previous runs. 
If this property does not exist then the value defaults to “01/01/1994 00:00:01”.

• <current_run_start_time>, this is the date-time that the synchronizer records 
internally when it starts the run. The change-requests created only till this date-
time shall be processed in the current run. The change-requests created after this 
time, shall be processed in the next run.

• <user_defined_query>, this is the query-conditions that shall be configured on 
the  “Change  Server”  configuration  page  as  migration  query.  This  is  a  very 
important  part,  as this  query conditions shall  be provided by the user and not 
system defined. The expectation is that the query condition should clearly identify 
the change-requests of a particular type that this synchronizer is configured for. 

For example, 
cvtype='problem' and not has_attr('rtc_defect_id') 
and (create_time >= time('01/20/2014 09:30:00')) and (create_time 

< time('01/20/2014 10:30:00')) 
and ( (request_type='Defect') )

Say if this is the first time you are running the synchronizer,  then the query shall  be 
constructed such that it picks all the change-requests that are created on or after “January 
1st 1994” to till date. There could be a huge list of change-requests returned by the query 
– which clearly means there will be a huge load on the synchronizer and on the Rational 
Change application as well. This was on of the main reasons for making the synchronizer 
to process the migration and synchronization in iteration basis. 

Instead of fetching all the change requests created during the above mentioned period, in 
each iteration-run pick the change-requests created in 30 days and migrate them. In the 
second iteration-run pick the change-requests created in the next 30 days and migrate 
them. Continue the same till the  <current_run_start_time> is reached. The 30 days 
that  I  referred  here  is  the  query  limit  which  is  configurable.  The  property 
“change.migrate_query_limit” shall hold the migration query limit, which defaults to 
30 days.

At  the  end  of  each  iteration,  the  property  “change.last_migrate_time”  shall  be 
updated with the date-time till when the change-requests have been picked for migration.
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For example, consider a synchronizer has been started on the date “March 20th 2013 
18:00:00” and the respective properties holds the below mentioned values.

• change.last_migrate_time=”01/15/2013 00:00:01”
• change.migrate_query_limit=<Seconds equivalent to 10 days>

During the first run all the change-requests created on or after “01/15/2013 00:00:01” 
and before “01/25/2013 00:00:01” shall be considered for migration. 

Note: The  time  “01/25/2013  00:00:01”  is  derived  from  the  property  values: 
“change.last_migration_time  +  change.migrate_query_limit”.  That  is, 
“01/15/2013 00:00:01 + 10 days”. Each time this value is derived it shall be checked 
against  the  current_run_start_time value.  If  the  derived  value  is  greater  than  the 
current_run_start_time value,  then  the  derived  value  shall  be  replaced  with 
current_run_start_time value.

During  the  second  run  all  the  change-requests  created  on  or  after  “01/25/2013 
00:00:01” and before “02/04/2013 00:00:01” shall be considered for migration.

The  above  mentioned  iterations  shall  be  kept  on  running  until  the 
change.last_migration_time property  value  reaches  to  the 
current_run_start_time.

7.2 Rational Team Concert – Migration Query

RTC query can not be formed as we do for Rational Change. A query needs to be defined 
in RTC and the query name needs to be specified while configuring the synchronizer. 
While forming the query in RTC the user should consider the following conditions:

• Query should  return  work-items  of  a  particular  work-item type  for  which  the 
synchronizer has been configured.

• Query should return work-items which have not yet migrated – that is, query for 
the work-items for which the ID mapping attribute value is not set. This condition 
is optional, but it is strongly recommended to achieve better performance in RSS.

Currently there are no ways to perform the migration of RTC work-items to Rational 
Change in iteration basis within a run, as we do for Rational Change to RTC. There are 
technical limitations for doing the same. So the migration shall pick all the work-items 
that the configured query returns and does some basic level of filtration as mentioned 
below and later migrates the work-items to Rational Change.

• Work-items that have under gone migration earlier shall be ignored.
• Work-items  created  before  the  time  mentioned  in  the  property 

“adapter.last_migrate_time” shall be ignored.
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7.3 Rational Change – Synchronization Query

Rational  Change  change-requests  which  have  undergone  migration  earlier  and  got 
modified recently shall be picked for synchronization.  The query to fetch the change-
requests for synchronization shall depend on the following properties:

• change.last_sync_time
• change.sync_query_limit

The format of the query is: 
”cvtype='problem' and has_attr('<id_map_attr>') 
and  (modify_time  >=  time('<change.last_sync_time'))  and 

(modify_time < time('<current_run_start_time>'))”

Here,
• <id_map_attr>, is the ID mapping attribute-name created on the change-request 

type. All the change-requests that have this attribute are eligible for migration.
• <change.last_sync_time>,  this  property  shall  be  stored  and  read  from  the 

properties  file.  It  holds  the  last  synchronization  time.  So  the  change-requests 
modified after this time period shall be considered for synchronization. All the 
change-requests that are modified prior to this time would have been processed by 
the  previous  runs.  If  this  property  does  not  exist  then  the  value  defaults  to 
“01/01/1994 00:00:01”.

• <current_run_start_time>, this is the date-time that the synchronizer records 
internally when it starts the run. The change-requests modified till this date-time 
shall  be processed in  the current  run.  The change-requests  modified  after  this 
time, shall be processed in the next run.

For example, 
cvtype='problem' and has_attr('rtc_defect_id') 
and (modify_time >= time('01/20/2014 09:30:00')) and (modify_time 

< time('01/20/2014 10:30:00')) 

Say if this is the first time you are running the synchronizer,  then the query shall  be 
constructed  such  that  it  picks  all  the  change-requests  that  are  modified  on  or  after 
“January 1st 1994” to till date. There could be a huge list of change-requests returned by 
the query – which clearly means there will be a huge load on the synchronizer and on the 
Rational Change application as well. This was on of the main reasons for making the 
synchronizer to process the migration and synchronization in iteration basis. 

Instead of fetching all the change requests modified during the above mentioned period, 
in each iteration-run pick the change-requests modified in 6 hours and synchronize them. 
In the second iteration-run pick the change-requests modified in the next 6 hours and 
synchronize them. Continue the same till  the  <current_run_start_time> is reached. 
The 6 hours that I referred here is the query limit which is configurable. The property 
“change.sync_query_limit” shall hold the synchronization query limit and the value 
defaults to 6 hours.
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At the end of each iteration, the property “change.last_sync_time” shall be updated 
with the date-time till when the change-requests have been picked for synchronization.

For example, consider a synchronizer has been started on the date “March 20th 2013 
18:00:00” and the respective properties holds the below mentioned values.

• change.last_sync_time=”01/15/2013 01:00:01”
• change.sync_query_limit=<Seconds equivalent to 6 hours>

During  the  first  run  all  the  change-requests  modified  on  or  after  “01/15/2013 
01:00:01” and before “01/15/2013 07:00:01” shall be considered for synchronization. 

Note: The  time  “01/25/2013  07:00:01”  is  derived  from  the  property  values: 
“change.last_sync_time  +  change.sync_query_limit”.  That  is,  “01/15/2013 
01:00:01 + 6 hours”. Each time this value is derived it shall be checked against the 
current_run_start_time value.  If  the  derived  value  is  greater  than  the 
current_run_start_time value,  then  the  derived  value  shall  be  replaced  with 
current_run_start_time value.

During  the  second  run  all  the  change-requests  modified  on  or  after  “01/25/2013 
07:00:01” and before “02/04/2013 13:00:01” shall be considered for synchronization.

The  above  mentioned  iterations  shall  be  kept  on  running  until  the 
change.last_sync_time property value reaches to the current_run_start_time.

7.4 Rational Team Concert – Synchronization Query

RTC work-items which have undergone migration earlier and got modified recently shall 
be picked for synchronization.  The query to fetch the work-items for synchronization 
shall depend on the following properties:

• adapter.last_sync_time
• adapter.sync_query_limit

Constructing the RTC query is different from Rational Change query, but the behavior of 
the  query  is  similar  to  Rational  Change  query.  The  conditions  applied  to  fetch  the 
modified RTC work-items for synchronization are:

• Fetch the work-items  of a particular  type  which are  modified in a  given time 
interval.

• Ignore the work-items that have not yet been migrated – that is, ignore the work-
items that does not have any value in their ID mapping attributes.

The  time  interval  that  is  mentioned  here  shall  be  constructed  in  the  same  way  as 
constructed for Rational Change. Work-items modified on or after the time mentioned in 
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the  property  “adapter.last_sync_time”  and  work-items  modified  before  the  time 
mentioned in “current_run_start_time” shall be picked for synchronization. 

For reducing the load on RSS and RTC, the synchronization shall be done in iteration 
basis. Instead of fetching all the work-items modified during the above mentioned time 
period, in each iteration-run pick the work-items modified in 6 hours and synchronize 
them. In the second iteration-run pick the work-items modified in the next 6 hours and 
synchronize them. Continue the same till  the  <current_run_start_time> is reached. 
The 6 hours that I referred here is the query limit which is configurable. The property 
“adapter.sync_query_limit” shall hold the synchronization query limit and the value 
defaults to 6 hours.

At the end of each iteration, the property “adapter.last_sync_time” shall be updated 
with the date-time till when the work-items have been picked for synchronization.

For example, consider a synchronizer has been started on the date “March 20th 2013 
18:00:00” and the respective properties holds the below mentioned values.

• adapter.last_sync_time=”01/15/2013 01:00:01”
• adapter.sync_query_limit=<Seconds equivalent to 6 hours>

During the first run all the work-items modified on or after “01/15/2013 01:00:01” and 
before “01/15/2013 07:00:01” shall be considered for synchronization. 

Note: The  time  “01/25/2013  07:00:01”  is  derived  from  the  property  values: 
“adapter.last_sync_time + adapter.sync_query_limit”.  That  is,  “01/15/2013 
01:00:01 + 6 hours”. Each time this value is derived it shall be checked against the 
current_run_start_time value.  If  the  derived  value  is  greater  than  the 
current_run_start_time value,  then  the  derived  value  shall  be  replaced  with 
current_run_start_time value.

During the second run all the work-items modified on or after “01/25/2013 07:00:01” 
and before “02/04/2013 13:00:01” shall be considered for synchronization.

The  above  mentioned  iterations  shall  be  kept  on  running  until  the 
adapter.last_sync_time property value reaches to the current_run_start_time.
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8 Limitations

Like any other applications, RSS also has certain limitations. It would be better if the user 
understands the limitations before consuming RSS.

Synchronization is based on Object’s time-stamp and not on Attribute’s time-stamp.
Consider a change-request has been migrated to RTC and at a later point of time user A 
has modified attribute A on the change-request and user B has modified attribute B on the 
respective work-item.  Now if  the synchronizer  picks these objects,  then based on the 
modified time of the objects, the RTC work-item shall be considered as recently modified 
object and all the mapped information shall be pulled from the work-item and stored on 
the change-request. So the changes made to the attribute A on the change-request shall be 
over written with the mapped attribute value of the RTC work-item.

Not all relationships can be migrated between Rational Change and RTC. Only 
relationships supported are attachments and associated Synergy Tasks. CR to CR 
relationships are not handled by RSS.
If there is a parent child relationship between change-requests or between RTC work-
items then those relationships can not be synchronized. 

The main reason for not supporting these relationships is, say there is change-request of 
type “Defect” which is associated with a change-request of different type, say “Patch”. 
As  there  are  separate  synchronizers  for  different  change-request  types,  the  “Defect” 
change-request  shall  be processed by a  synchronizer  and the “Patch” change-request 
shall  be  processed  by  a  different  synchronizer.  So  there  is  no  guarantee  that  while 
processing the “Defect” change-request, the “Patch” change-request is already migrated 
to RTC or not.  

Limitations in handling multiple attachments with same name.
Handling attachments by RSS is heavily dependent on the attachment names. At the end 
of the synchronization, for each attachment name in a change-request, there shall be an 
attachment with the same name created in RTC work-item. The same applies for vice-
versa.

If there are multiple attachments with the same name associated with a change-request, 
then  one  of  those  attachments  shall  be  picked  arbitrarily  by  the  synchronizer  and 
synchronized with the work-item. There are technical difficulties in handling attachments 
with same name.
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Synchronizing the comments history, attachments and tasks are always bi-directional.
Handling comments history, attachments and associated Synergy Tasks are special cases 
and they are always synchronized between the objects. There are no ways to limit the 
direction of synchronization.

No support to stop an actively running synchronizer leaving other actively running 
synchronizers to continue running.
Consider there is more than one synchronizer hosted in the RSS server and all of them are 
running actively. Now if you want to stop one of the synchronizers for some reason, then 
there are no ways to stop that synchronizer until it completes the current run. The other 
option to stop the actively running synchronizer is to stop the tomcat server or the RSS 
application – but this will stop all the synchronizers.

Logging debug messages can not be set for individual synchronizers. 
Consider there are multiple  synchronizers hosted in a RSS server and you face some 
issues with a particular synchronizer and rest were working fine with out any issues. So 
to identify the cause of the problem you may be required to enable the debug mode to get 
more detailed messages in the log file. If you leave the debug mode enabled it will be 
keep on writing more debug messages to the log file leaving the log file to grow faster. 

The problem is  when the debug mode is  enabled then all  the synchronizers  shall  be 
writing the debug messages in their respective log files. There are no ways currently to 
set the debug mode for only a particular synchronizer.

This does not severely impact as the log file rotation feature is supported and once the log 
file grows to 50MB then the file shall be rotated and a new log file shall be used.
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9 Best Practices

In  this  section  we  shall  see  some  of  the  best  practices  to  consume  RSS,  so  that 
maintaining the synchronizers and debugging the synchronizers shall be easy. 

Unique ID mapping attribute for each Rational Change change-request type and for  
each RTC work-item types.
RSS mandates to have unique ID mapping attribute for each change-request type and 
RTC  work-item  type.  Based  on  the  existence  of  this  ID  mapping  attribute,  the 
synchronizer picks the objects for migration or synchronization.

The users have an option to specify the migrate query conditions which shall be included 
to the system defined query to fetch the objects for migration, but the synchronization 
query is system defined and it depends on the ID mapping attribute.

If there is more than one synchronizer using the same ID mapping attribute,  then the 
same set of objects shall be picked by more than one synchronizer for synchronization 
which would result in data corruption and other confusions.

Unique Rational Change and RTC user account for each synchronizer.
RSS mandates to use the user accounts that have sufficient privileges in the respective 
applications. The reason for having admin rights is the user should be able to modify the 
objects which are in any (static) states.

RSS does not restrict to use the same user account for more than one application and 
there won’t be any issues during migration or synchronization. It is good idea to have 
unique user accounts for each synchronizer so that looking at the object’s history you can 
come to know which synchronizer has modified that object. If you notice a wrong user 
has modified the object then there seems to be some issues in the configuration and the 
user can correct the configuration issues. 

Apart from that,  using the same user account on multiple synchronizers shall load the 
user  session on the respective applications.  So it  is  recommended to use unique user 
accounts for each synchronizer. 

RTC migrate query should return only the work-item which needs to be migrated.
An RTC migrate query needs to be defined in RTC and configured in the synchronizer to 
use  it.  The  work-items  returned by the  query  shall  be  picked for  migration.  But  the 
synchronizer again does a filtering based on whether the work-item has been migrated or 
not. 
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Say if  a  query  has  been  defined  such  a  way that  it  returns  all  the  work-items  of  a 
particular  type  and  if  this  query  is  used  in  the  synchronizer,  then  there  shall  be 
unnecessary load and processing required on the synchronizer. So it is better to form a 
query such that it returns only the work-items of a particular type which have not yet 
been migrated.

First time running the synchronizer – better to use the first object create time to avoid  
dry runs.
When  you  run  a  synchronizer  for  the  first  time,  then  the  last  migration  time  and 
synchronization time properties shall pick the default values. There could be multiple dry 
runs executed by the synchronizer as the first object created in the application may be at a 
much later  point  of  time.  So identify  the  first  object  creation  time  on the respective 
applications for each type and use that time as a last migration and last synchronization 
time. This shall avoid unnecessary dry runs by the synchronizers.

This  is  not  a  very important  activity  and can always  be  ignored.  The  dry runs  shall 
consume  some  time,  but  it  not  going  to  take  a  huge  time.  So  if  you  are  not  very 
comfortable in collecting the required information and configuring the same, then it is 
better to ignore this recommendation. May be if you have good experience in using RSS 
and configuring a new synchronizer now then you can consider this recommendation.

Setup on a pre-production environment first and make sure everything works as 
expected. Later it can be used on the production environment.
I am sure no one will  try to configure the synchronizers and run on their  production 
environment directly. If you get something wrong with the configurations then you might 
screw up the production environment. 

It is always recommended to mimic the same environment as the production environment 
and run the synchronizers  on that  test  environment  first  and make sure everything  is 
correct and works as expected before setting up on the production environment. 

By doing so if there are any issues found on the synchronizers at a later point of time, 
then the test environment can be used to debug the issue instead of debugging on the 
production environment.

Stop the synchronizers when Rational Change or RTC server goes down for planned 
regular maintenance.
It is recommended to bring down all the synchronizers before the involved applications 
goes down for regular planned maintenance. RSS is capable of handling such situations 
and  the  synchronizers  shall  report  failures  in  processing  the  objects  and  once  the 
applications are up and running, RSS will take care of migrating and synchronizing those 
failed objects. 
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But there could be a lot of errors reported in the log file and if the email notification is 
enabled then there could be a huge list of emails sent to the configured email accounts. 

Recommended heap memory settings for RSS
The heap memory allocation depends on the number of synchronizers hosted in RSS and 
the available heap memory in the host. It is recommended to set minimum of 2 GB as the 
heap memory and it needs to be set for the Tomcat server.
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10 FAQ

In this section we shall see some of the frequently asked questions while configuring and 
running the synchronizers.

Not able to connect to Rational Change which runs in secure server mode.
If Rational Change server runs in a secure (https) mode, then the certificate needs to be 
downloaded from the Rational Change server and applied to the JRE which is used by 
RSS. Below are the steps followed to import certificate into java used by RSS:

First, export Rational Change certificate.
1. Open the desired https URL in FF browser.
2. Click on Tools -> Page Info -> Security -> View Certificate.
3. Click on Details tab and click on export.

Secondly,  import  the saved certificate to java which is used by RSS. This is done by 
using keytool. Below steps are for Windows operating system:

1. Open command prompt and change current directory to  jre/bin (this is where 
the keytool utility exists)

2. Execute the following command: 
keytool -import -alias <hostname of rational change server> -file 
<certificate file-path> -keystore $JAVA_HOME\lib\security\cacerts

How does RSS know which change-request refers to which RTC work-item?
While configuring the synchronizers, there will be two mapping attributes created in both 
the applications.  They are  ID mapping  attribute  and URL mapping  attribute.  The ID 
mapping attribute in change-request shall hold the ID of the RTC work-item and the ID 
mapping attribute on the work-item shall hold the ID of the change-request. Similarly the 
URL mapping attribute on a change-request shall hold the URL of the RTC work-item 
and vice-versa.

Same object has been picked for synchronization by more than one synchronizer. What 
could be the reason for this?
If the same object is picked for synchronization by multiple synchronizers then it means 
either, both the synchronizers use the same ID mapping attribute (which is wrong), or 
else the same object has gone through migration by more than one synchronizer and has 
more than one ID mapping attribute set on the same object. This could have happened 
because the migrate queries on those synchronizers to pick the objects for migration has 
returned the same object. The query conditions needs to be re-looked at.
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I have added few new attributes and created few new queries in RTC after I configured 
in RSS, but those new attributes and queries are not listed in RSS. Does this require 
restarting the synchronizer, so that it loads the newly added attributes and queries?
There is no need to restart RSS server to load the newly added attributes and queries. If 
you  click  the  “Connect”  button  on  the  “Rational  Team  Concert  Server” 
configuration page,  then the work-item queries,  work-item types,  states and attributes 
shall be reloaded.

Alternatively the “Refresh” button on “Attribute Mappings” page can be clicked to 
reload the attributes from Rational Change and RTC applications.

I created a change-request and it got migrated to RTC. Later when I modified the 
change-request, it got picked for synchronization, but for some reason the 
synchronization has failed. Now the RTC work-item has been modified by a user, but  
the synchronizer have reverted the changes in RTC work-item.
When there is a failure during synchronization or migration the respective objects shall 
be stored in a pending records list, so that the synchronizer handles them in the next run. 
The  pending  record  shall  also  hold  the  synchronization  direction  selected  when  the 
synchronization failed. When the same object is processed by the synchronizer, it shall 
pick the direction of synchronization from the pending record instead of deriving it from 
the objects modified times.

I have configured a synchronizer and it is running successfully for sometime now. 
Recently I have added few more attributes in the mapping list. All the objects picked 
for synchronization has synchronized the newly included attributes. But some objects  
do not have those attributes synchronized.
The  objects  that  got  synchronized  after  new  attribute  mappings  are  defined  shall 
synchronize those newly mapped attributes. The objects which hadn’t got picked by the 
synchronizer after the attribute mappings are added do not have those attributes. There 
are 2 ways to synchronize the newly included attributes on those objects:

1. Touch the objects such that the modified time is updated on those objects. So that 
the objects shall be picked for synchronization.

2. Modify the last synchronization time accordingly such that it picks all the objects 
which have not yet picked by the synchronizer for synchronization.

We are using RSS for synchronizing the objects between Rational Change and RTC. 
Now we are moving Rational Change and RTC to a new production machine, so the 
hostname shall be changed. Will this affect synchronization in any ways? 
This shall  not affect  the synchronization  itself,  but the cross referencing between the 
change-requests and RTC work-items shall be broken. You may need to use the Rational 
Change and RTC server rename utility to update the links stored on the objects. Please go 
through the following link for more details:
http://www.ibm.com/support/docview.wss?uid=swg21627866
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What would happen when one of the applications (Rational Change or RTC) goes  
down when a synchronizer is running?
If one of the applications goes down for some reasons, then the synchronizers shall be 
report  errors  until  the  application  is  up and running  again.  The  objects  which  failed 
during  that  period  shall  be  stored  in  a  pending  records  list  and  processed  in  the 
subsequent runs.

What happens when a work-item is getting migrated and in the middle of the operation 
the machine where the RSS or Rational Change is running goes out of the network?
There are different phases involved in migration. Based on which stage the operation was 
running when the issue occurred, the effects could differ.

Say, a new change-request has been created for the work-item and then while processing 
the  comment’s  history the  machine  goes  out  of  network.  In  this  case,  the  respective 
objects shall be treated as failed objects and stored in the pending list. The objects stored 
in the pending list shall be processed in the subsequent runs.

Consider another scenario. A new change-request has been created, but before getting the 
ID of the newly created change-request the machine has gone out of network. So there 
are no ways to get the newly created change-request information and the work-item can 
not be updated with the respective change-request ID. This work-item shall be stored in 
the pending records list and processed during the next run. As the change-request ID is 
not set on the work-item, it shall be treated as the work-item needs to be migrated and a 
new  change-request  shall  be  created.  So  there  would  be  a  duplicate  change-request 
created. 

This use-case would occur very rarely as the synchronizers shall keep on updating the 
pending record at different stages to make sure the complete details are recorded in the 
pending record so that it can be processed properly in the subsequent runs.

I have installed RSS and configured couple of synchronizers in a machine. Now I want  
to configure the same synchronizers on a new RSS server on a different machine. Is  
there a way to easily copy the synchronizers from one server to another?
Synchronizers configuration details shall be stored in the form of XML files under the 
RSS run-area. Copying those files to the new server would solve the problem. 

You may need to copy “Templates” and “Links” directories which can be found 
under  “$CATALINA_HOME/webapps/TlogicIntegration/WEB-INF/conf” 
directory to the same location under the new server. 

You may need to copy “SyncServer” and “SyncTimer” directories as well if you 
wish to start the migration and synchronization from the date-time on which the existing 
server left running.
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Apart from those, if any configuration changes done on the RSS and Tomcat server needs 
to be copied to the new servers accordingly.

Note: If existing and new server platforms are different, then the paths stored in the XML 
files needs to be edited – file separator character would be different in WINDOWS and 
UNIX platforms.
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Appendix: Notices

This information was developed for products and services offered in the U.S.A. IBM may 
not offer the products, services, or features discussed in this document in other countries. 
Consult  your  local  IBM representative  for  information  on  the  products  and  services 
currently available in your area. Any reference to an IBM product, program, or service is 
not intended to state or imply that only that IBM product, program, or service may be 
used. Any functionally equivalent product, program, or service that does not infringe any 
IBM  intellectual  property  right  may  be  used  instead.  However,  it  is  the  user's 
responsibility to evaluate and verify the operation of any non-IBM product, program, or 
service.
IBM may have patents or pending patent applications covering subject matter described 
in this document. The furnishing of this document does not grant you any license to these 
patents. You can send written license inquiries to:
IBM Director of Licensing
IBM Corporation
North Castle Drive
Armonk, NY 10504-1785
U.S.A.
For license inquiries regarding double-byte character set (DBCS) information, contact the 
IBM Intellectual Property Department in your country or send written inquiries to:
IBM World Trade Asia Corporation
Licensing
2-31 Roppongi 3-chome, Minato-ku
Tokyo 106-0032, Japan
The following paragraph does not apply to the United Kingdom or any other country 
where such provisions are inconsistent with local law:
INTERNATIONAL  BUSINESS  MACHINES  CORPORATION  PROVIDES  THIS 
PUBLICATION  “AS  IS”  WITHOUT  WARRANTY  OF  ANY  KIND,  EITHER 
EXPRESS  OR IMPLIED,  INCLUDING,  BUT NOT LIMITED  TO,  THE IMPLIED 
WARRANTIES  OF  NON-INFRINGEMENT,  MERCHANTABILITY  OR  FITNESS 
FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Some states do not allow disclaimer of express or 
implied warranties in certain transactions. Therefore, this statement may not apply to you.
This information could include technical inaccuracies or typographical errors. Changes 
are periodically made to the information herein; these changes will be incorporated in 
new editions of the publication.  IBM may make improvements  and/or changes in the 
product(s) and/or the program(s) described in this publication at any time without notice.
Any references in this information to non-IBM Web sites are provided for convenience 
only and do not in any manner serve as an endorsement of those Web sites. The materials 
at those Web sites are not part of the materials for this IBM product and use of those Web 
sites is at your own risk.
IBM may use or distribute any of the information you supply in any way it  believes 
appropriate without incurring any obligation to you.
Licensees  of this  program who wish to  have information  about  it  for the purpose of 
enabling: (i) the exchange of information between independently created programs and 
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other programs (including this one) and (ii) the mutual use of the information which has 
been exchanged, should contact:
Intellectual Property Dept. for Rational Software
IBM Corporation
1 Rogers Street Cambridge,
Massachusetts 02142, U.S.A.
Such  information  may  be  available,  subject  to  appropriate  terms  and  conditions, 
including  in  some  cases,  payment  of  a  fee.  The  licensed  program  described  in  this 
document and all licensed material available for it are provided by IBM under terms of 
the IBM Customer Agreement, IBM International Program License Agreement or any 
equivalent  agreement  between  us.  Any  performance  data  contained  herein  was 
determined in a controlled environment. Therefore, the results obtained in other operating 
environments  may  vary  significantly.  Some  measurements  may  have  been  made  on 
development-level systems and there is no guarantee that these measurements will be the 
same on generally available systems. Furthermore, some measurements may have been 
estimated through extrapolation. Actual results may vary. Users of this document should 
verify the applicable data for their  specific environment.  Information concerning non-
IBM  products  was  obtained  from  the  suppliers  of  those  products,  their  published 
announcements or other publicly available sources. IBM has not tested those products 
and  cannot  confirm  the  accuracy  of  performance,  compatibility  or  any  other  claims 
related to non-IBM products. Questions on the capabilities of non-IBM products should 
be addressed to the suppliers of those products. This information contains examples of 
data and reports used in daily business operations. To illustrate them as completely as 
possible,  the  examples  include  the  names  of  individuals,  companies,  brands,  and 
products. All of these names are fictitious and any similarity to the names and addresses 
used by an actual  business enterprise  is  entirely coincidental.  If  you are viewing this 
information softcopy, the photographs and color illustrations may not appear.

Trademarks
IBM, the IBM logo, ibm.com, Telelogic, Telelogic Synergy and Telelogic Change are 
trademarks or registered trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation in 
the United States, other countries, or both. These and other IBM trademarked terms are 
marked on their first occurrence in this information with the appropriate symbol (® or 
™), indicating US registered or common law trademarks owned by IBM at the time this 
information  was  published.  Such  trademarks  may also  be  registered  or  common  law 
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